Society
Human Resources Strategy
Our Group’s Human Resources Vision
The Kansai Paint Group believes that human resources are

sustainable growth. We will promote mutual communication so

“treasure” and the source of corporate value. We seek to create

that both employees and the company can grow through

an environment that enables each individual from a pool of

dialogue, and cultivate a proactive corporate culture, in order to

diverse human resources to enhance and fully demonstrate

achieve our founding spirit of “seeking profits and contributing

their abilities in order to survive in an unpredictable time of

to social development.”

drastic reform and to enable the company to achieve

Talent Development Strategy from a Mid- to Long-term Perspective
We are developing talent development strategies with an eye

which they can continue creating new value at the forefront of

to the next 10 years to achieve the founding spirit of pursuing

our business while experiencing both satisfaction in their job

profits and contributing to social development. All employees

and ease of working.

embody “Profit and Fairness” and create a virtuous cycle in
Sustainable Cycle That Maximizes the Value of Human Resources with an Eye to the Next 10 Years

Union
Members

Environmental
improvement for
diverse individuals
to play active roles

Pursue profits and contribute to
social development

Managers

Corporate
value

Culture
cultivation
Diversification of managerial talent

Evaluation and remuneration that accelerate
reforms, moderate degree of competition

Evaluation system that supports growth and talent development

System for diverse workstyles
Benefit program that accepts diversity
(balancing work and childcare/treatment/nursing care with work,
initiatives for LGBTQ, etc.)

Promote satisfaction in
their job and ease of working
Strengthen two-way relationship of trust

Management

Features to promote
understanding and empathy

Vision and system for talent
development that promotes
reform and growth

Clear talent
development model that
works at every level

Value of human
resources

Maximize value provided by
human resources

Embody “Profit and Fairness” and aim for talent development that continues creating
new value at the forefront of our business

Continuous
improvement

Initiatives for continuous improvement through engagement survey, etc.

Three Key Areas of Talent Development Strategy
The Kansai Paint Group focuses on the following three areas in developing talent over the medium to long term.
Talent development that promotes reform and growth

individual in fully demonstrating their ability, and strengthen the

In order to develop talent that continues creating new value

organization’s competitiveness by combining the diverse

while flexibly responding to changes, we take initiatives to

abilities of each individual.

enhance each employee’s ability. We support employees in
learning on their own and achieving reform by providing them

Strengthening relationship of trust based on mutual

with opportunities to take on challenges while clearly indicating

benefit and continuous improvement

a growth path.

We are making efforts to further strengthen the relationship of
trust between employees and the company so that employees

Creating an environment where diverse individuals can

can understand the company’s philosophy and vision and work

play active roles

with pride and satisfaction in their job. By regularly evaluating

We strive to create an environment where talent with diverse

the effectiveness of the various implemented measures, we will

skills, experiences and values can play active roles by striking

analyze the current issues and make continuous improvements

a balance between job and childcare, treatment or nursing

in building relationships that enable employees and the

care, and taking initiatives for LGBTQ. We will support each

company to mutually promote medium to long-term growth.
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Message from the General Manager of HR and Administrative Division

Diversity and a Strong Two-way Relationship
of Trust: The Key to Group Transformation
and Growth

To push forward with Group transformation and growth from a medium- to long-term perspective, we are focusing on structural
reform in Japan. In the future, we will take the experience and know-how gained in Japan and extend those things globally in a way
that benefits the individual countries involved, to drive our Group forward. The following is a summary of our initiatives in Japan.

Specific initiatives for diversification and talent development to promote transformation and growth
To achieve the Group’s Growth Strategy and respond to ever-changing

New HR system for managers

market needs, we are recruiting a diverse range of human resources in

—To become a strong company where employees can play an active role

many different fields. By acquiring talent from outside with a Group
management perspective, we will promote swift transformation as a Group.

TAKADA Hideo

source of corporate value creation for the Group to compete
fairly and squarely as a true global company while seeking
profits and contributing to social development. The Group has
always sought to be an attractive and competitive corporate
entity with a focus on people, working to develop human talent
that can respond flexibly to the changing times.

Diverse human resources and transformations with
full participation are essential for further growth
In order for the Group to achieve the Growth Strategy of Good
to Great, we must focus on acquiring more diverse people than
ever before from a medium- to long-term perspective. In
particular, we consider diversification of the talent responsible
for management as one topic that should be addressed as
soon as possible. In addition to acquiring talent from outside
the company, Kansai Paint revised and disclosed its executive
remuneration system from May 2022. Also, since we reformed
the HR system completely, it is necessary to quickly create an
environment in which all Group employees can engage in
challenges and transformations with full participation and aim
to achieve the Growth Strategy.

Contribute to the Growth Strategy by rebuilding
the talent development strategy
Based on this intention, we are rebuilding a talent development
strategy that enables diverse individuals to play an active role
over the next 10 to 15 years. Specifically, we have
reestablished a clear vision for talent development and a
training system that works at every level, and we are reviewing
the evaluation system to promote employee growth and
mindset reforms. To achieve a shift to a “Great Company,” we
must acquire and develop as many talented individuals as
possible—people who embody our idea of “Profit and
Fairness,” and who can continue to create new value at the
forefront. I believe that by applying the expectations the
company has of individual employees to a consistent vision
and concrete system, we will encourage all employees to work
together in the same direction. This will lead to business
growth and transformation of the entire company.
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each employee through a detailed job description, a modulated system of
evaluation, remuneration, as well as a possible promotion or demotion,

Company Vision

are applied according to the degree to which the role is performed. We

E
•

We believe frontline employees are the key factor and the

A new HR system adopting job description was introduced in FY2022 for
managers in managerial positions. After clarifying the roles required of

Executive Officer
General Manager of HR and Administrative Division

Frontline employees: The source of value creation

regardless of age

Initiatives for diversity—Achieving a comfortable
working environment and securing managerial talent
While we have positioned initiatives for diversity as an
important management issue to further boost the
competitiveness of the Group, we are working to analyze

D

Remuneration
system/Promotion
or demotion

addition to promoting women’s empowerment in Japan, we

can contribute at the managerial level.

Maximizing value provided by human resources
through mutual engagement
Building a sustainable talent development strategy from a
medium- to long-term perspective is essential, but it is not
enough. It is vital for management and employees to have a
deep mutual understanding of company policy and the thinking
of frontline employees. The Kansai Paint Group defines the
term “engagement” as “the trust between the company and
employees” not “employee satisfaction,” believing that trust
should be a two-way rather than one-way street.

connected with an age limit system for managerial personnel and a
reemployment system centering on the new HR system.

Strengthening the Performance Improvement Committee to
tackle company-wide issues

B

Job
description

By moving through
the cycle

have promoted diverse workstyles, moving toward a system

these initiatives, we aim to further secure diverse people who

New HR system
cycle connected
to all systems

their expected roles regardless of age by utilizing an effective cycle

Evaluation
system

companies, and to review various systems. Recently, in

a comfortable working environment for employees through

Job grading
system

C

personnel data of Group companies, including overseas Group

that emphasizes diversity and inclusion. In addition to creating

aim to be a strong company where employees can play an active part in

A

Age limit system for
managerial personnel/
Reemployment system

a strong company is created in which employees
can play an active role
regardless of age under the required roles with the right
evaluation, remuneration, promotion, or demotion

Concrete initiatives to create an environment where diverse individuals can play an active role
Counseling before maternity leave and before returning to
work to further strengthen career development support
according to women’s life plans
Since the second half of FY2019, female employees who are about to
take maternity leave or return to the workplace have been offered
counseling with a career consultant from the HR Department and their
immediate supervisor. When returning to work, career and life plans are
examined from a medium- to long-term perspective. By coordinating
employees’ ideas about their workstyles and what they want to achieve
in the future with their supervisors, we are creating a comfortable
working environment and a career path tailored to individual employees,
while at the same time facilitating a smooth return to the workplace.

The first important point in executing the strategy is thoughtful
communication between the company and employees. This
should concern, for example, what the company should aim for,
how the company would like the employees to be, and what
should be done for making them realize these goals. It is also
extremely important to check regularly whether the relationship
between management and employees has been strengthened.
Regularly reviews such as employee surveys should be carried
out to measure fairness and enhance inclusiveness. We are
utilizing the results from the surveys to make improvements.
Rather than one-way accountability, we will continue to make
every effort through a range of initiatives to ensure that our
frontline employees can relate to management in a meaningful
way, working in a comfortable environment with pride and
enthusiasm. As a Group, we will seek profits and contribute to
social development by maximizing the value provided by our

Set up in FY2020, the Performance Improvement Committee works to
resolve issues across the company from the bottom up. The participants
themselves identify and handle internal issues necessary to improve
business performance, which raises their perspectives and broadens
their horizons. We have seen a number of people who have significantly
improved their abilities. In the second term from FY2022, we have
replaced committee members and themes and made some improvements
to the organization. We will improve the Group’s competitiveness and build
a foundation for transformation with a more dynamic and agile structure.

Supporting the career development of human talent working
in different environments
Since FY2021, a “comeback system” has been in place that enables the
rehiring of employees who have left the company due to marriage,
pregnancy, childcare, nursing care, spouse transfer, or any other reason
approved by the company. The system helps those employees whose
career was interrupted temporarily take their first step toward rebuilding
their careers.
Moreover, we will promote the development of an environment in
which more diverse people with various talents are respected and can
play an active role, regardless of their attributes, by balancing medical
treatment and nursing care with work, promoting diversity including
LGBTQ and so on.

● In addition to the initiatives introduced above, a range of other support systems have been established.
Systems related
to childbirth and
childcare

Before/during maternity leave
● System/procedural briefing before
maternity leave/childcare leave
● Counseling before maternity leave

During childcare leave

After returning from childcare leave

● Career training (online)

● Childcare support service

● Counseling before returning to work

● Contracts with company-led
daycare centers

● Financial planning seminars
● Maternity assistance payments from
the Mutual Benefit Association

● Incentives for early return to
work after childcare leave

Other systems
● “Comeback system”
● Nursing care leave
● Remote working,
Flexible hours

● Selectable short working hours

Specific initiatives to strengthen and continuously improve relationships of trust through two-way engagement
Fixed-point observation through engagement surveys and
improvement measures
The mutual relationship of trust between the company and employees
has been regularly assessed through engagement surveys, which were
launched in FY2020. In FY2021, 2,117 out of 2,353 employees
belonging to Kansai Paint Co., Ltd. and Kansai Paint Sales Co., Ltd.
took part in the survey (for a response rate of 90%). We will continue to

observe the effects of existing measures from a fixed point of view,
strengthen the two-way relationship that forms the foundation for
enhancing corporate value, and implement improvement measures. In
FY2022, we also launched the Culture Cultivation Project as a new
project. We will continue to promote a range of initiatives from a
medium- to long-term perspective to cultivate and establish a corporate
culture as a Great Company.

human resources.
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Talent Development

Performance Improvement Committee

Roundtable with First-term Members of the Performance Improvement Committee

What is the Performance Improvement Committee?
This is Kansai Paint’s first attempt at taking a bottom-up

What to change
Present

approach to formulating a vision for the company, based on
ideas identified from a company-wide survey. A total of

Future

Investing person-hours into work
that creates value

Human
resource
investment

Value-added work
(improved sales,
cost reductions,
etc.)

approximately 80 people (in their 20s to 50s) participated and
worked together with IBM Japan, Ltd. over two years from April
2020 with the goal of making people’s work easier.

Human
resource
investment

The Performance Improvement Committee’s Objectives
Centrally manage information from across the company,
organizing it in a way that is easy to use

SHIFT
Routine work
From routine work to
(ordering, accounting, strategic work that
creates intrinsic
handling of
value
complaints, etc.)

To make people’s work easier
Produces time for new activities

Streamlining

Increases sales

Reduces costs

Increases competitiveness to maximize profits

Activities
Planning phase

(Six months from April 2020)

• Gathered feedback from all employees about issues in the workplace. Issues were identified from
approximately 7,000 feedback cases and then summarized into 10 themes.
• Groups were divided into six teams by area and theme, and improvement activities were carried out.

Implementation phase
(October 2020 to
March 2022)

• Talented individuals familiar with practical operations, such as sales, technology, and manufacturing, were
chosen.
• A joint execution team was formed with support from IBM Japan, Ltd. in the project and IT fields where
Kansai Paint seeks to improve.
• Aspects of talent development: Through activities, members gained an understanding and built experience
on how to improve profits, and how to develop their capabilities and cultivate organizational skills.

Achievements and Future Initiatives
• Systems were introduced centered on engineering chain management and supply chain management, with work flow
improvements and automation processes launched.
• With the aim of creating a infrastructure for Kansai Paint to overcome the 2025 Digital Cliff and grow significantly, the committee
will continue its second-term activities from April 2022 and launch new projects.
From April 2022
Performance Improvement Committee’s second term
(introduction of core systems)

April 2020 to March 2022

Performance Improvement
Committee’s first term

Culture Cultivation Project
CID Project

We talked with three people who worked in the
Performance Improvement Committee.
KASAMATSU
Nobushige

Performance Improvement Committee Manager

MITA
Atsushi

Performance Improvement Committee
Supply Chain Team Leader

KITAHARA
Arisa

Performance Improvement Committee Secretariat

Q.

Please tell us about the background for
setting up the committee.

KASAMATSU: The
company faced certain
issues such as the fact
that managements’
strategy was not being
communicated clearly to
the workplace, so there
was a lack of ideas and
purpose connecting
management with
employees. The committee plays a vital role in connecting
what management thinks the company vision should be and
what employees think it should be. The committee was formed
with the aim of making people’s work easier, and was based
on 10 basic rules such as adopting good ideas regardless of
age, experience, gender, or nationality, and thinking and acting
on how to improve and solve problems.
MITA: In one month, we
received 6,912 responses
from many different
employees on issues
within the company. It
was a big job to collate all
the responses and sort
them into categories.
Teams were formed on
Supply Chain, Technical,
Sales, Quick Win (Issues that can be solved easily) and Llogic
(systems spanning the entire company, etc.), with improvements
made mainly through digital transformation. While promoting
activities, we felt the necessity and importance of ”Change
Management (change of the corporate culture),” which we also
continue to promote.

Q.

Please tell us about the talent
development.

KITAHARA: In terms of a policy for developing talent, the
committee emphasized improving skills and changing
mindsets. I think the committee was set up because of the
president’s belief that to develop human talent, you must first
have experience dealing with difficult situations.
Frank and open discussions, even with external partners
and people in departments with whom there was no previous
connection, lead to results far beyond expectations. Through
such experiences, the mindset in which there is an
overwhelming concern with failure has diminished among
committee members. There is now a greater understanding
that even if something goes wrong, if next time you can make
use of what you learned, then the experience was not a failure
by any means.
In a recent internal
survey, many employees
responded that they
were looking forward to
the changes brought
about by digital
transformation, and they
were excited about
them. I feel the number
of people who view
change positively is gradually increasing.
MITA: The Performance Improvement Committee was
established with the full support of the president and top-level
management, but I feel it was hugely significant that practical
matters were not enforced from the top down from the
perspective of talent development. Instead, employees were
encouraged to experience the difficulties and problems from
the bottom up.

We teamed up with IBM Japan, Ltd. for guidance and support on how to think and proceed in our underperforming field of IT, as well as
in project management, theme assessments, and formulating grand designs, etc.

Mr. IWASA

IBM Japan, Ltd.
Performance
Improvement Committee
Project leader
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I have been involved in many reform projects, but for
me, the feature that best represents Kansai Paint’s
Performance Improvement Committee is its practicality.
There are many forms of training, from working at a desk
to working in groups, but it is rare to have an actual
reform project carried out from the theme selection stage
with an emphasis on bottom-up feedback. The project
proceeded with members assigned in practice regardless
of the department and the role where they were originated
from, so we also learned a lot!

Ms. YOSHIDA

IBM Japan, Ltd.
Performance
Improvement Committee
Project manager

Even though it is a bottom-up activity, the activity must
aim to create benefit for both workers and managers if it
involves investment. Maintaining these two perspectives
was a challenge for both the members and for us, who
were supporting them. Lengthy discussions, not only on
the need for just a superficial system but on how far
activities could go in terms of contributing to business
performance, enabled us to raise our point of view. The
committee is lucky to have leadership role models, and I
am sure that it will also help provide a model for the
development of the next generation of leaders.

To communicate and promote the
committee’s activities throughout the
company, information is shared by
means of videos and activity reports
several times a year, and in a newsletter
column twice a week, and improvements
are made through a survey on activities
regularly taking place.
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Future Initiatives Developed by the Performance Improvement Committee

Strengthening the relationship through mutual engagement: Culture Cultivation project
I want to make it a project in

In the 17th Medium-term Management Plan, the
period up to 2024 has been defined as the
stage of the company’s transformation, with
efforts actively being made to strengthen not
only our business but also our management
infrastructure. The project will be addressing
the company from a medium-to long-term
perspective to grow the culture that will
contribute to the acceleration of transformation
across departments such as the digital
transformation and human resource systems.

which we realize that we have
become a Great Company
10 years from now
ITO Takanori
Culture Cultivation Project,
Corporate Planning Division
Joined the company as a technician.
Participated in the Performance
Improvement Committee from 2020
after working on product development in
the new business areas.

Q.

First, please tell us why the Culture
Cultivation Project was launched and the
issues it seeks to address.

Since 2020, I have been working as a member of the
Performance Improvement Committee. Within the committee,
I am in charge of Change Management, which targets
changing employees’ awareness and culture. To make
employees outside the committee understand the purpose
and content of the reforms aimed at by the committee, we
have planned and implemented communications internally
while devising ways and the timing to share information.
Through our activities, I sometimes felt that it would be
difficult to achieve the transformation we are aiming for if we
continued to work as an extension of the traditional ways of
working. With a history of more than 100 years, the Group
naturally has a good culture, but there are also areas that
need to be changed in line with the times and our goals. To
realize our strategy of moving from Good to Great, we
thought that all employees need to understand the company’s
direction so that they can embrace it as their own. This
project, which has cultivated a type of Change Management,
plays a part in connecting management and employees by
seeking to strengthen the relationship of trust between the
two.

Q.

How did you feel when it was decided
you would join the project?

To be honest, I could not believe I had been given such an
important role, and I still cannot quite believe it! I heard that
the company was going to be transformed with the committee,
but I thought it was progressing at a scale and speed beyond
my imagination.

Q.

What motivates you about
this project?

When working with the committee there were times when I felt
frustrated because the message we sent could not be interpreted
properly within the company. So I felt a sense of worth in getting
people from across the entire company involved to proceed with
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Employee Comments from Different Generations

Management Generation

KITAMURA Sachiko
Director of Internal Auditing Department

the project. I would like to play a role similar to that of a bridge
that promotes two-way communication between management
and employees, so that employees can get more involved in
reforms to improve profits and contribute to society through our
business. Looking not only at the present but also at the future, I
would like to create an environment where everyone can work
more actively and purposefully, more than they have ever done
before, so that we can become a Great Company for our coworkers as well.

Q.

Q.

Working Generation

What would you like to achieve with this
project?

I would like to help create a workplace where everyone can
share the company’s vision and feel a sense of pride and
satisfaction with their work. I will work through this project so
the management and employees can share the vision and
build stronger relationships and in 10 years realize that we
have become a Great Company. In the process, I hope to grow
into a leader who actively solves issues and moves things
forward while having the management perspective and
knowledge of the purpose and expectations of technology and
development.

TANIGUCHI Yukari
R&D Division
Analytical Center, No. 2 Dept.

And finally, what are your thoughts now
that you have been involved in this
project?

I believe that creating a good culture is essential for making a
better company. I had never really been conscious of corporate
culture before, but when I think about it now, I believe that it is
something very profound and complex. And it is only the first
time that I have really come across it, as ever since joining the
company I have been involved in research and development.
I often get puzzled, but my mind is quickly opening up to more
ideas.
I also think that this project plays a part in promoting
younger employees, an objective of the 17th Medium-term
Management Plan. The success of this project will pave the
way for the next generation, so I think I have an important role
to play from this point of view also.

I joined Kansai Paint in 2018 as a mid-career hire. I was assigned to the Internal Auditing
Department, where I am involved in efforts to strengthen the governance of Group
companies through internal audits.
The internal audits have focused on the risk management systems of Group
companies. The companies being audited and related parties may initially have been
confused by viewpoints that differed from traditional ones, but I feel that they understand it
is necessary to become a Great Company and they are cooperating toward this end. My
previous job was also in an audit-related industry. It is a job where the schedule can be
quite erratic depending on the situation of the company being audited, and there also
tends to be quite a large difference in workload between peak and off-peak periods. As I
got used to the situation, I think I got better at switching on and off. I think it is good if you
can find a hobby you can enjoy even for short periods, and when you have free time you
can immerse yourself in it.
Currently, there are many things that need to be addressed while considering a range
of factors, and I think it will be important to cooperate with people with diverse skill sets
and experiences. If employees can take advantage of their own strengths, work together
to overcome each other’s shortcomings, and work while gaining new insights, then I think
that is best for everyone.

I joined the company as a technician in 2002, following graduation from university. After
serving in a department responsible for car color design, I started working in a customer
team. I married my husband, who joined the company at the same time as me, and we
had our first child in 2006. After returning to work, however, I found it difficult to balance
my job with childcare, which was something I was not used to. I gave birth to my second
child in 2009, but as my husband was also working hard in a busy department I was
feeling exhausted both professionally and privately. After talking with the company, I was
transferred in 2011 to my current department, where I find it much easier to balance my
work. Before the birth of our third child, it was decided that my husband would be
stationed in India. I was worried about giving birth and raising our children because my
husband was working in a different country, but I took childcare leave for about a year and
a half, and even after returning to work I managed to find some time with the help of
people in the office. The analysis work that I currently do is an important job related to
maintaining and improving the quality of our products. When the responses I get from
dialogue with colleagues and related departments are useful to the company and
customers, I feel very rewarded, and it makes my work more and more enjoyable. I am
highly motivated to accumulate data through the work I do and pass it on to the next
generation. I can also see my children joining the company in the future, when they may
benefit from the work being done now (but my children probably feel a little bit differently!)

Formative Generation
I joined the company as a new graduate in 2010. Not only was it a challenge for me, as
someone who needed to get used to working in Japan, but I think it was also a challenge
for the company in hiring an international student for the first time. After joining the
company, I was involved in research on the technology, development, and production of
automotive coatings (topcoat and electrodeposition). Now I am in the Technical Strategy
Department, where I am looking at future areas of business for the company. I work hard
every day to match the targets and Materiality topics the company has set with the
technologies we have developed. Kansai Paint celebrated its 100th anniversary in 2018.
To survive as a company that is needed in the next 100 years, that is my challenge now.

Nazrul Izam Zamani
Technical Planning and Administrative
Division, Technical Strategy Department
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